
Innovative solutions to improve animal welfare  
and farmers’ profitability
- Designed and developed in Denmark

PASSION FOR YOUR COWS



COW-WELFARE™

www.cow-welfare.com

HOW COW-WELFARE FLEX STALL WORKS

The cubicle is designed to provide optimal condi-
tions for the cow. A post for each cow means that the 
stall itself is very open at the front, providing optimal 
conditions for head swing when the cow gets up and 
lies down. 

The top polymer tube guides the cow as it enters and 
exits the cubicle. It ensures that the cow lies down as 
straight as possible and that it does not turn around 
in the cubicle. 

The lower polymer tube follows the cow’s body as it 
lies down and ensures optimal lying conditions. The 
thickness and composition of the tube ensures that 
if the cow tries to lie crooked, it is gently but firmly 
guided into place. 

The open end allows the cow to leave the cubicle 
more quickly and easily than with normal cubicles. 
Neck rail solution: the flexible neck bar, which is 
mounted with a fixed bracket on the top tube, allows 
you to use the cow’s own nervous system to ensure 
optimal lying comfort. 

FLEXIBILITY AND EASY ASSEMBLY

Cow-Welfare is easy to mount, and the flexible sys-
tem is easy to adjust. The system’s unique design 
makes it equally suitable for calves and cows of 
large and small breeds. If after some time you wish 
to change the cow’s position, both the polymer tubes 
and the neck rail can be adjusted to suit the cow’s 
needs, benefiting both the farmer and the cow.

COW-WELFARE FLEX STALL

FLEXIBLE CUBICLES
DESIGNED TO PROMOTE COW PERFORMANCE AND LONGEVITY 
AND OPTIMISE ANIMAL WELFARE

When using Flex Stall, there are no pressure marks or injuries



INNOVATIVE COW SOLUTIONS

COW-WELFARE FLEX STALL 

ADVANTAGES
COW-WELFARE FLEX STALL’S UNIQUE DESIGN IS CHARACTERIZED BY THE FOLLOWING 
ADVANTAGES, WHICH WILL BE BENEFICIAL FOR BOTH THE COW AND THE FARMER

	Flexible cubicles - no pressure and damage 

	Healthier cows

	Improved lying time

	Cow lies correctly

	Flexibility reduces cow injuries

	Significant increase in longevity and performance
	Better oestrus conditions - (healthy cows = better oestrus)

	Lower bedding costs

	Reduced stall cleaning time

	Improved udder health (cleaner udders = better udder health)

	Suitable for all breeds and sizes

	Easy and inexpensive installation

	Lower cost per cow per year



COW-WELFARE™

www.cow-welfare.com

COW-WELFARE FLEX FEED

FLEXIBLE FEEDING SYSTEM

FACTS ABOUT COW-WELFARE FLEX FEED

Cow-Welfare Flex Feed is a revolutionary way to feed 
cows. The patented flexibility follows the cow on the 
feeding table, where she gets no pressure, and at the 
same time there is nothing to prevent her from lifting 
her head naturally.

The system gives the cow back her freedom. The cow 
takes in feed faster when she feels the same freedom 
as on pasture. Notice how high the cow lifts her head 
to swallow. 
 
The cow can reach further out on the feeding table, 
as the flexible apron follows the cow’s movement. 
The cow feels no pressure or stress from other cows 
in the herd and therefore feels more freedom to eat 
normally.

DESIGNED TO PROMOTE COW PERFORMANCE AND LONGEVITY  
AND OPTIMISE ANIMAL WELFARE

30º

The flexibility minimises injuries and wounds



INNOVATIVE COW SOLUTIONS

COW-WELFARE FLEX FEED

ADVANTAGES
COW-WELFARE FLEX FEED’S UNIQUE DESIGN IS CHARACTERISED BY THE FOLLOWING  
ADVANTAGES, WHICH WILL BE BENEFICIAL FOR BOTH THE HERD AND THE FARMER

	Promotes appetite

	Cow eats the same amount of feed in less time

	The cow can reach further on the feeding table

	Natural eating conditions

	Separate feeding areas

	No “boss cows” due to individual feeding areas  

 and natural feeding conditions

	Adjustable width

	Animal welfare = healthier cows

	No bruising or damage from the equipment

	Higher profitability



COW-WELFARE™
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COW-WELFARE COWSY BREEZE

TUBE VENTILATION SYSTEM  

WHAT IS COW-WELFARE COWSY BREEZE?

Cow-Welfare’s Cowsy Breeze is a simple but 
effective tube ventilation system that ensures 
a constant exchange of air in the barn and 
an effective breeze over the cows. The system 
can be adapted to most barns.

FRESH AIR = LESS STRESS AND IMPROVED 

PRODUCTION

High temperatures combined with high hu-
midity are major challenges in many cattle 
barns. 

Poor air quality can affect the cows’ health. 
Signs of heat stress in cows can be seen from 
20 degrees. This can lead to a sharply reduc-
tion in milk production.
 

 
By installing Cowsy Breeze you can easily 
avoid heat stress and give your cows the best 
conditions to produce milk.
Fresh air is always supplied from outside, pro-
viding a continuous airflow throughout the 
barn. The tube itself is designed to suit your 
barn and your specific needs, so we create 
the best possible airflow in your barn.

Flies also cause stress and a significant loss 
of production in dairy farmers, whereas stalls 
with Cowsy Breeze have fewer or no flies. 
Thanks to the fresh breeze from Cowsy Breeze, 
the number of flies is drastically reduced

DESIGNED TO PROMOTE COW PERFORMANCE AND LONGEVITY  
AND OPTIMISE ANIMAL WELFARE



INNOVATIVE COW SOLUTIONS

COW-WELFARE COWSY BREEZE

ADVANTAGES
COW-WELFARE COWSY BREEZE’S UNIQUE DESIGN IS CHARACTERIZED BY THE FOLLOWING 
ADVANTAGES, WHICH WILL BE BENEFICIAL FOR BOTH THE HERD AND THE FARMER

	Customed design

	Constant supply of fresh air

	Equal amount of air through each hole

	No heat stress 

	Longer lying time

	Reduced electricity bill consumption



COW-WELFARE™
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COW-WELFARE LATEX SOFT

MATTRESSES 

WHAT MAKES 

COW-WELFARE LATEX SOFT UNIQUE?

To develop the mattresses, we measured 
the size and weight of the cow and how the 
cow’s weight is distributed when it lies down. 
This has enabled us to develop a mattress 
that fits the cow as comfortably as possible.
 
Cow-Welfare offers mattresses that retain 
their height and fit for the cow, even if the 
cow always kneels first and stands in the 
same place for many years. 

A PRODUCT WITHOUT COMPROMISE

Cow-Welfare Latex Soft is available in two 
versions, a slope and a straight one. The 
sloping version has a built-in 3.6% drop and 
fits virtually all stall systems. The two comfort 
zones of the mattress ensure optimal lying 
comfort and the soft top cover with two lay-
ers of nylon ensures a long life.

DESIGNED TO PROMOTE COW PERFORMANCE AND LONGEVITY  
AND OPTIMISE ANIMAL WELFARE



INNOVATIVE COW SOLUTIONS

COW-WELFARE LATEX SOFT

ADVANTAGES
COW-WELFARE LATEX SOFT’S UNIQUE DESIGN IS CHARACTERIZED BY THE FOLLOWING 
ADVANTAGES, WHICH WILL BE BENEFICIAL FOR BOTH THE HERD AND THE FARMER

	The two zones of the mattress increase comfort

	Two layers of nylon in the top cover ensure long-lasting quality

	The mattress can be mounted on a flat concrete surface,  
 minimising construction costs

	Clean and dry bed

	Reduced cleaning time

	Reduced bedding costs 

	Improves hoof health
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TESTIMONIALS
FLEX STALL

“The cows are less stressed, and this is something that can be seen on the bottom line.”
 - Denmark

“Our cows are very comfortable: it’s much easier for them to lie down and get up. We are very 
happy with Cow-Welfare’s Flex Stall in our barns; more milk and less injuries.”
 - USA

FLEX FEED

“When the cows stand and eat, they don’t get any pressure marks and it’s very obvious to see.”
 - Denmark

“It’s the best investment I’ve made! I would recommend the stall to anyone who wants to 
improve animal welfare in their barn.”
 - Canada



INNOVATIVE COW SOLUTIONS

TESTIMONIALS

LATEX SOFT CHY

“If we were to build again, there is no doubt that we would choose floating concrete and 
Cow-Welfare Latex Soft CHY from the start - it saves both time and money!”
 - Germany

COWSY BREEZE

“Cowsy Breeze works much better than having to buy a lot of fans or use sprinklers. We have 
also noticed that the number of flies has decreased because of the cleaner air, and it makes 
the cows happier, even on hot days they still produce the same amount of milk as the rest of 
the year. We currently have four ventilation tubes, and we will definitely install another one if 
we expand the building.”
 - Spain



WE CARE  
YOUR FUTURE IS OUR BUSINESS

We care about the farmer’s economy and income. 
We care about animal welfare, healthier cows, long-
er livestock life and barns that ensure a higher pro-
duction. We care about making work and life easier 
for the people working in the barns.

ABOUT COW-WELFARE

Cow-Welfare develops and produces innovative 
barn equipment for dairy cows. In recent years, 
Cow-Welfare has gained great recognition and 
market share in most of the world, because welfare 
pays.

Cow-Welfare is constantly evolving and developing 
new ideas, so there will always be something to look 
forward to in the future.

Cow-Welfare 

Langkær 15 , DK-6100 Haderslev 
+45 7369 3206  |  info@cow-welfare.com
www.cow-welfare.com

WORLDWIDE
INTERNATIONAL SALES NETWORK

Cow-Welfare sells animal welfare products through 
a dealer and distributor network that is properly ed-
ucated and trained to give you and your herd the 
best recommendation for the future.

You can find a dealer in your area at: 
www.cow-welfare.com

FAST RETURN OF INVESTMENT  

WITH COW-WELFARE PRODUCTS 

AVERAGE IMPROVEMENTS FOR 
COW-WELFARE STALL INVENTORY:

• 2.5-4 litres more milk per cow per day
• Cull rate decreases by 4-5%
• Lying time increased by 1.5 hours per day
• No neck, shoulder, and knee injuries
• Less stress due to optimal conditions
• Better oestrus conditions as the cows  

are in a better state of health
• Cleaner and healthier cows

FACT: HEALTHY COWS IS A PROFITABLE  BUISNESS 

When should your cows have better  
conditions that improve your bottom line? 


